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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

MAKE AMERIKA GREAT AGAIN?
Executive Order 13603
1/07/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
The American Resistance Party from received an email today that stated:
Grassfire's Citizen Revolt (grassrootsaction.com)
Signed Executive Order 13603 - More Gov't Control?
Smart folks are outraged because this little-known executive order could be the
trigger that leads to more government control... And possibly even martial law.
The American Resistance Party responded by replying with the following:
Executive Order 13603 is
unconstitutional. The proof is
the first sentence:
"By the authority vested in
me as President by the
Constitution ..."
Until Mr. Soetoro (aka BHO)
answers my Supreme Court
challenge (Noonan v
Bowen, Obama), then
Soetoro has no authority to
hold the office of POTUS.
The courts (judges) told me in
their dismissal, there is no
one that has the duty to
uphold the Constitution!
Above is a copy of one of the items of my challenge:
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This is the second item that I sent to grassrootsaction.com:

A "natural born citizen" as the demanded in the Constitution is one that has
no alien parents nor was born in an alien country. If Soetoro fails to obey Art
II in the Constitution how can he be given Constitutional powers thereafter?

And this all leads to one additional problem. We have Mr. Trump now stepping into
the position of “the new president.” How can this be? If we have had an illegal alien
(an Indonesian citizen) (aka Kenyan citizen) (aka citizen of the European Union) how
can our US Constitution still be alive?
If the Judges in the Sacramento Superior Court, the CA Appellant Court, the CA
Supreme Court, the 9th Federal District Court, the US Supreme Court all declare that
no one has the duty to uphold the Constitution, then how can Trump be an Article II
Constitutional President?
In the three elections Communist/Marxist candidates have been elected. We have the
illegal alien Soetoro (aka BHO), and Candidate Hillary Clinton running for Marxist
president in 2008, and then in 2012 we have Soetoro re-running as the illegal-alienin-chief for the 2nd time. And then in 2016 the Marxist candidates were Hillary
Clinton, and Bernie Sanders.
How can Trump “Make Amerika Great Again” when he fails to fight Marxist and the
Communist leaders that have invaded our political system?
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